passage to juneau a sea and its meanings jonathan raban - but passage to juneau also traverses a gulf of centuries and cultures the immeasurable divide between the northwest s indians and its first european explorers between its embattled fishermen and loggers and its pampered new class along the way raban offers captivating discourses on art philosophy and navigation and an unsparing narrative of personal loss, passage to juneau a sea and its meanings wikipedia - passage to juneau a sea and its meanings is a 1999 travelogue by jonathan raban alongside an account of raban s own trip by boat from seattle to juneau the reader is presented with the voyage of captain george vancouver in 1792 94 and his encounters with the seagoing natives living along the coast sources, passage to juneau a sea and its meaning amazon com - passage to juneau a sea and its meaning jonathan raban on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers raban is for my money one of the key writers of the past three decades not only for his immense stylistic showmanship, passage to juneau a sea and its meanings b ok org - passage to juneau a sea and its meanings jonathan raban with the same rigorous observation natural and social invigorating stylishness and encyclopedic learning that he brought to his national book award winning bad land jonathan raban conducts readers along the inside passage from seattle to juneau, passage to juneau a sea and its meanings goodreads - i am contemplating a trip up the inside passage to alaska though not aboard a giant cruise ship to see a number of the places that author jonathan raban saw on his solo voyage from seattle to juneau although i do not care a fig about sailing i love what raban did with passage to juneau a sea and it s meaning a sea and its meanings we, passage to juneau a sea and its meanings by raban - but passage to juneau also traverses a gulf of centuries and cultures the immeasurable divide between the northwest s indians and its first european explorers between its embattled fishermen and loggers and its pampered new class along the way raban offers captivating discourses on art philosophy and navigation and an unsparing narrative of personal loss, passage to juneau a sea and its meanings thriftbooks - passage to juneau is travel writing at its very best lyrical and soaring at one moment darkly introspective at another moods tracing the contours and texture of land and sea along the fantastic inner passage this book hooks and engages the reader at every level